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LOG Grotto Trip to Morgan County
We left home to meet at Jacob’s Cave at 10 am on March 17th, 2018. Upon arriving, the first thing
that caught my eye was Ken Long in purple harem pants! What a sight to behold. Another surprise
was Steve Atteberry and he was on time. All these years and I don’t remember him ever being on
time! Darren Donley was late and sported coveralls cut off at the knees! Absent were the knee
boots he always wore caving…… I was thinking that this day was going to be full of surprises…..
There was quite a turnout. Members in attendance were: Ken Long, Christen Easter, Ethan
Haslag, Abby Peper, Cliff Gill, Kerry & Kira Rowland, Darren Donley with Sebastian Williams and
Gary & me. We were also honored with Steve Atteberry, Robert Williams, Raychel Ely, Jacob and
Casey Crawford. WooHoo! Sixteen people!
We all loaded into vehicles and followed Ethan to Morris Hall Cave. At the cave, we donned our
caving gear. Kerry & Kira were in white coveralls….. We all started the short trek to the cave.
The first to reach the bottom, confirmed that there was some water in the entrance. Ethan said it
wasn’t as much as it usually is. Several studied the situation and decided not to attempt entry. This
would definitely have to be a late summer trip in dry conditions. So we walked back up the hill and
to the vehicles. Ethan laid out our options. The decision was made to go back to Jacob’s Cave and
explore the maze since new passage had been recently found by Boy Scouts.
Back at Jacob’s Cave, several went on into the maze. Some of us went into the breakroom and
discovered that Frank Hurley had brought us donuts. Well, that was a winner right there! Coffee
and donuts – you can’t beat that! After the rest went to check out the maze, Cliff and I sat a while
and talked with Frank. Cliff finally deserted us to look at the maze. I remained and learned of
Frank’s Irish history – the O’Hurleys. Very interesting….
A woman came in to put in an application so Frank went to talk to her. I walked over to the maze
to see what everyone was doing. Gary met me at the entrance. Ken came to say he had seen a
pipistrelle bat so we went to see it. There was also a frog nearby. Someone said they had seen a
salamander. Slowly, everyone was starting to commence to the beginning of the maze. The kids
had a ball, as well as some of the adults. Cave clay from head to toe. Christen told her story of trying to chimney up one place and kept sliding down. Ethan was a clay statue. Abby was enjoying her
second cave trip (her first was the LOG trip into Stark Caverns). And then, there was Ken in his red
coveralls….and they were still red….. And then, there’s talk of the snake rocks….. Oh, don’t start
that!
We took a quick group shot at the entrance to the maze. Everyone started to disperse. For me,
it was a trip into the gift shop before we left. It was a great day of comradery with a terrific bunch of
people. I can’t wait to see where we will go next….—Alberta Zumwalt
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Kayaker who died was trying to help 2
others caught near Spring River sinkhole whirlpool
Arkansas officials are meeting today to decide what to do about a large sinkhole that opened in the bottom of the Spring
River and killed a kayak paddler on Saturday.
A spokesman for Arkansas Fish and Game Commission said the kayaker, Donald Wright, 64, of Searcy, Arkansas, was
trying to help two other paddlers who were caught in the whirlpool.
"He was trying to get to them to help right at the top of the falls," said AGFC spokesman Keith Stephens. "One of the
others was injured and was med-flighted out. The other individual was able to swim to shore."
Stephens said he didn't know the condition of the paddler who was flown out of the area.
The sinkhole created a large whirlpool on the river, just below Saddler Falls near Dead Man's Curve, according to the
Arkansas Game and Fish Commission.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Fulton County, along with the AGFC, have installed buoys and roped off the area
where the whirlpool is located. Stephens said the river is passable, but warned paddlers or swimmers not to cross the
barriers marking the dangerous sinkhole.
Engineers will be on site this week to assess the area and look for a solution. Stephens said the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers will make the decision about what — if anything — to do with the sinkhole. Greg Vaughan, who lives eight miles
from the sinkhole site, flew a drone above the sinkhole and took video and still photos of it.
"When I got there I saw a man standing in his yard right across from where the sinkhole is," Vaughan said. "He let me fly
my drone. The sinkhole is on the other side of the river from the man's house and it's a lot bigger than what it appears."
Vaughan said he saw a few people fishing upstream from the sinkhole but saw no paddlers attempting to pass by.
The Spring River is fed by Mammoth Spring on the Missouri-Arkansas border and the river is a popular paddling destination.
A similar, though much smaller, sinkhole opened on Wilson's Creek in southwest Springfield in late 2017, creating a powerful whirlpool. The City of Springfield closed that area to visitors after a second, larger, sinkhole opened adjacent to the
first one.
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THE MYSTERIOUS ROCKS OF THE OSAGE RIVER VALLEY
by Dwight Weaver

Standing at the mouth of the Osage River where
it enters the Missouri River near Jefferson City is
a huge isolated rock monolith towering 20-25
feet in the air. Its feet sit in river mud and the
waters of the Osage lap at its skirts. No roads
give access to this massive sentinel. It can be approached only by water and broadside it presents
the image of a wise old owl. It is slowly being
eaten away by ordinary weathering and the erosive powers of Osage River floods but it has
probably been around for thousands of years and
its size suggests it will yet outlive many more generations of mankind.

Lewis and Clark on their famous expedition up
the Missouri River did not mention this peculiarity. I am presently unaware of any historical
documents that describe it. Geologists seem to
have ignored it. It was even overlooked by the
late Tom Beveridge, author of The Geologic Wonders and Curiosities of Missouri and Jerry Vineyard
who later updated and reissued the same book.
What if anything does this geologic anomaly
have to say? Does it guard certain secrets of the
Osage River Valley? Or is it just a precursor of
strange and mysterious rock anomalies you can
find if you venture up the Osage River region for
a distance of 175 to 200 miles. Sentry Owl, as I
call this feature at the mouth of the Osage, is just
the beginning of the adventure.
These isolated geologic relics manifest themselves in different ways – as towers and pinnacles of rock,
lonely arches, natural tunnels, knobs and chimney rocks, but most often as imposing piles of veined,
creased, fractured, bladed, scalloped, cavity-riddled fretwork rock that sit on a hilltop or slope unassociated
with other significant geologic features. They are obviously remnants of nature’s antiquity, but remnants of
what period of time and what creative processes? Each appears to have its own complex primal history and
what geologists have to offer are only theories.
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A colorful part of Red Rock bluff. Photo by Dwight Weaver

The rocks are known by various names – castle rocks, blossom rocks, freak rocks – but some actually
have names that reflect or give a clue to their shape such as Bat Cave Pinnacle in Miller County, which
takes is name from nearby Bat Cave. This remnant of a “Gasconade Dolomite flange,” to quote
Beveridge, is a slender spire of rock. But Beveridge did not describe Disk Wall along the banks of Lake of
the Ozarks at the 64-mile mark, or Sixty-Mile Chimney at the Lake’s 60-mile mark, or Rock House Cave
in Miller County not far from Tuscumbia, Missouri.

Disk wall at the 64 mm of Lake of the Ozarks. Photo by Dwight Weaver
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Rock House Cave is a spectacular example of blossom rock splendor. While the 25-foot high mass of
sandstone called Castle Rock in Cole County can lay claim to once having had a clubhouse sitting upon its
crown, Rock House Cave can proudly say “Jim Henry slept here.” Who was Jim Henry? He was probably
the last Osage
Indian to reside
in Miller County.
The late Miller
County judge and
historian Clyde
Lee Jenkins said
that Jim Henry
was so well liked
that a township, a
church, a creek
and a school were
named for him.
More recently a
road was named
for Jim Henry.
He and his wife
and child resided
in Rock House
Cave in the 1830s
at the same time
that John Wilson,
Dwight Weaver at the entrance of Rock House cave
an eccentric Miller County pioneer was living in another cave not many miles away. They were probably
acquainted. Jim Henry eventually moved on, but no one is certain to where. John Wilson was buried in
his cave thereby bequeathing to Miller County one of its most unique burial stories, a story I told in my
book Missouri Caves in History and Legend (University of Missouri Press, 2008)
Rock House Cave is steeped in Indian legends and folklore. It sits out its quiet pastoral existence on private property and from a distance bears a striking resemblance to a cow pile of gargantuan size. Yet close
up, it transforms itself into a fascinating assemblage of rock shapes, textures, colors and wonderful natural
features. It is 70 to 80 feet in length along its east-west axis and 50 to 60 feet in length along its northsouth axis. It has a circumference of nearly 200 feet, depending upon how you measure it at the base line.
It is about 30 feet high on the downhill
side and 25 feet high on the uphill side..
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The nearest facsimile to Rock House Cave is probably Blossom Rock near Lane Spring in Phelps
County. They are similar in dimensions, both are sandstone, both are elliptical in shape and both are riddled with fractures that have been filled with secondary deposits of silica to produce a rock highly resistant
to erosion. The filled fractures give Rock House Cave a honeycomb texture. In places, the silica veins
form blades that recent erosion has left jutting out at angles from the surface of the rock to look like the
cutting edges of jagged razor blades.
Vertical fractures exist along the north and northwest sides. They form V-shaped crevasses that a person
can use to climb to the top, but getting back down without “falling” down and being roughly “chuted” to
the base is the trick. It is easier to gain the top
on the uphill side where there are smoother,
rounded slopes.
Where Rock House Cave has the advantage
over Blossom Rock near Lane Spring is the
presence of voids and shallow caves on the
downhill side. Blossom Rock has no such
openings. Geologists suggest that blossom
rocks are cave-related, having been sandstone
masses deposited in sinkholes when thick layers
of dolomite once covered the area. These rock
layers have weathered away over a period of
millions of years to leave less soluble fill of the
old sinkholes as isolated rock piles upon today’s
landscape. At least one geologist had a slightly
different explanation, maintaining that the sinks
were giant spring outlets upon the ancient landscape, much as the giant springs of the Ozarks
are today. Today’s springs discharge huge
amounts of sand and other sediments along
with water. The geologist suggests that as the
landscape was uplifted and the surrounding
dolomite was weathered away, the springs became sluggish and were soon plugged with the
sand and sediments they were pushing to the
surface.Whatever the origin of these mysterious rocks, they are fascinating objects. The tunnel-like cave
where Jim Henry lived is about 35 feet long, 6 to 15 feet high, and 6 to 12 feet wide.. The floor is bedrock.
On top of the Rock House Cave mass is a jumbled mass of attached boulders, crevices disgorging tenacious vines and, of all things, a domed grotto large enough for two people to sleep in.
If all of these features were not enough, Rock House Cave walls are incised in many places with carvings
of all kinds. There may be petroglyphs but they cannot be easily discerned. Some of the inscriptions are
strange enough to be an ancient language, which some observers say are Celtic. Jim Henry is supposed to
have left the shape of his hand carved into the rock.
As mysterious rock formations go in the valley of the Osage, Rock House Cave stands as one of the most
unique. It holds many secrets most of which will probably never be unraveled for certain. Books could be
written about the mysterious rocks of the Osage River valley. From Sentry Rock at the mouth of the
Osage to fabulous Red Rock Bluff beyond the confluence of the Sac River and on to the imposing
heights, caves and bluff carvings at Monegaw Springs there are plenty of mysteries to pursue in the historic and scenic valley of the Osage River.
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Where Clean Drinking Water Is Hard To Find, Bats Could Lead the Way

MAY 2, 2018 10:55AM
Desert life depends on reliable access to water. In Namibia’s stark Namib Desert, where I spent 18 months doing research for my Ph.D., wildlife concentrates around natural springs. Increasingly, animals there also rely on man-made
ponds intended for livestock. But water can vary both in quantity and quality, and animals have different needs. Some species, like the kangaroo rat, can survive without drinking water for years by obtaining it instead from its food. More often,
the movements of desert animals are restricted by reliable access to water. Part of my research examines relationships
between bat species and water quality in an African desert. Based on my observations, I believe that in arid places, people
may be able to locate usable water sources and detect changes in the quality of sources they are already using by observing bats.
Measuring pollution with canaries,
moss and fish People have used
plants and animals as environmental indicators for many years.
Most famously, miners carried
canaries into coal mines with
them to detect toxic gases, including carbon monoxide, before the
development of modern safety
equipment. Today, scientists use
many living organisms in their
natural habitats to assess changes
in the environment. Good bioindicators are typically species that
are abundant, common and whose
lives are relatively wellunderstood but also are sensitive
to specific disturbances or
stresses, such as water scarcity or
pollution. For example, some researchers infer pesticide concentrations by monitoring the population sizes and body conditions of amphibians and fish-eating birds. Plants are useful bioindicators for many types of air pollution because they absorb air through their leaves. Similarly, fish and other small
aquatic organisms can be effective bioindicators of water pollution. Clean drinking water is scarce and dwindling According to the United Nations, global water
use has grown at more than twice the
rate of human population growth over
the last century. In many places groundwater is being used at faster rates than it
can be replenished. And water quality is
declining. At least a dozen major cities
could face limits on water use in the next
several decades. Water quality typically
worsens as humans pump up increasing
quantities from underground. Salt and
toxic substances become more concentrated in the remaining groundwater as its
volume decreases. At the surface, pollution from agriculture, mining and human
waste reduces water quality in rivers,
lakes and ponds.
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Government agencies in developed countries monitor and treat freshwater supplies to ensure that they meet drinking
water standards designed for humans and livestock. Costs for laboratory analysis often start at US$100 or more per sample and quickly add up. Therefore, scientists often
resort to biological indicators, such as aquatic insects and fish, to assess water quality. In the Namib Desert, pools of freshwater are rare and isolated. The ephemeral rivers of Namibia flow only a
handful of days each year, so it is very hard for
aquatic insects and fish to travel between bodies
of water. But since bats can fly, they can find freshwater sources over large areas, and may visit multiple ponds in a single night. One question I am
studying is whether bats are more likely to travel
to seek out high-quality water than to find food.
There are more than 1,300 bat species worldwide,
living in diverse environments on every continent
except Antarctica. They pollinate plants, disperse
seeds and consume insects – including diseasespreading vectors like mosquitoes. Because their
wings are large and uninsulated, bats are vulnerable to dehydration. Even the most desert-adapted
species need water. Water quality affects them
directly when they drink and indirectly when they
consume insect prey, many of which spend part of
their lives growing in water. This makes bats excellent indicators of water quality. In extreme cases, they have died after drinking water contaminated with insecticides
or heavy metals. To find high-quality surface waters, people could observe bat activity levels using acoustic detectors to
record bats’ echolocation calls. Although mostly inaudible to humans, people can typically identify bats to the species
level by their calls. Monitoring species that are associated with high-quality water over time would help municipalities
detect changes in water quality. During my time in Namibia, I observed that activity by all local bat species dwindled at
springs with high salt concentrations.
Preliminary analyses suggest the long-tailed serotine (Eptesicus hottentotus) could indicate the presence of high-quality
water in the northern Namib Desert. This species was found to be more active at ponds farther from human settlements
with minimal pollution. (Theresa Laverty, CC BY-ND) Water chemistry affects different bat species in different ways. For
instance, one study found that certain species in Israel’s Negev Desert, such as the lesser horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus
hipposideros), avoided drinking water of lower quality, while other species appeared to be more pollution-tolerant. Scientists are still trying to discern whether and how well bats tolerate salty drinking water. A study from western Australia
suggests that elevated salt levels in surface waters due to gold mining may decrease bat activity, foraging and drinking. If
this is true, people living in those areas could detect changes in water quality, such as increased salinity, by gauging activities and drinking patterns of sensitive bat species. With new tools such as bat detectors for smartphones, this is becoming easier and cheaper than testing water samples in labs. Water quality near and far Water quality challenges aren’t limited to distant deserts or cities in arid regions such as Cape Town, South Africa. In my New Jersey coastal hometown,
production wells pump freshwater from about 900 feet below ground out of the Kirkwood-Cohansey aquifer system. As
water levels decline in the aquifer, saltwater enters pores previously filled with freshwater. Saltwater is currently approaching my county’s wells at a rate of about 300 yards per year. In addition to groundwater pumping, paved surfaces
and deicing road salts have increased salt concentrations in bodies of freshwater across the United States, threatening the
state of our drinking water at vast scales. Bats’ potential as environmental indicators is just the latest reason for studying
and conserving these important creatures. Worldwide, about one-third of bat species are endangered, vulnerable to extinction or “data deficient,” meaning that scientists know too little to make judgments about their status. But with effective protection, monitoring sensitive bat species soon could be a viable way to find clean water in the far reaches of remote deserts – or even the rural United States.
This article was originally published on The Conversation.

This article was donated by Bill Phantz
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Three Ways Bats Could Bounce Back From Devastating White Nose Syndrome

In a cave in New Brunswick, Canada, the disease hit hard. “It hit our biggest hibernacula first,” recalls Karen
Vanderwolf, a Phd student who studies fungal diseases at the University of Wisconsin at Madison. “There
were thousands of dead bats littering the cave floor ... a carpet of dead bats.” Something she wasn’t prepared
for, she adds, was “the smell ... I’ll never forget it.” That was in 2011. Two years later, it had spread to every
known cave in the region. The New Brunswick bats had been decimated by white nose syndrome—a funguscaused disease that kills bats by interrupting their hibernation, causing them to use up fat reserves before winter is over. The animals usually starve to death before spring. In winter 2006, “Patient Zero” for the outbreak
was found in Howes Cave near Albany, New York. By 2010, it had spread to Fort Drum, a U.S. Army military
installation upstate that is home to multiple bat colonies spanning eight species.. One of those colonies today
includes nearly 200 little brown bat mothers and babies. But 15 years ago, the colony contained over 1,000
adults, and hundreds more babies. “It was pretty depressing,” says Chris Dobony, an army biologist at Fort
Drum who has watched the disease ravage the colony over the past decade. “We lost close to 90 percent of
the colony.”. By the numbers, the situation sounds pretty hopeless. White-nose has killed millions of bats and
wiped out entire colonies across North America, and shows no signs of abating. Cases have been found up
and down the East Coast, as far west as Texas and Oklahoma, as far south as Georgia, and north into Canada,
according to WhiteNoseSyndrome.org, a website operated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. (Isolated
cases have also been found in Washington State.). But new research is pointing toward cautious optimism:
Scientists studying the fungal killer are beginning to shed light (literally) on previously unknown weaknesses,
and even identify other fungi they could enlist in the struggle. And the bats may have a few surprises of their
own.
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Daniel Lindner, a mycologist with the U.S. Forest Service, is an expert in identifying fungi using DNA in difficult or complex
environments. Around 2008, after authorities began to suspect that p. destructans was the cause of white-nose syndrome,
Lindner was asked to help design a better test to test for the presence of the fungus. It’s part of a group of fungi that are
“particularly understudied,” he says; until 2013, it was actually thought to be part of a different genus.. Linder quickly
learned that P. destructans and its ilk are not just cold-loving, but require cold to grow. Most labs don’t bother studying such
finicky organisms until, like p. destructans, they start “doing something that humans take notice of,” as he puts it. What they
had on their hands was a cold-loving fungus that was killing bats, growing in environments alongside anywhere from three
dozen to three hundred of its close relatives that weren’t killing bats. The team decided to take a close link at the deadly
fungus’ DNA, which was “a very difficult genome to work with,” Lindner notes. “It has a lot of repetitive DNA in it. It becomes a difficult problem to process and sort through and find this needle in the haystack.” Thanks to Lindner’s colleague
John Palmer, the team noted two things. First, the genome was missing something crucial: more than half of the enzymes
the fungus would need if it lived in soil. Instead, it seemed the fungus only thrived on bat bodies themselves. “Everything
about the genome of this fungus, to me, suggests a true bat pathogen—something exquisitely adapted to living on bats,”
Lindner says. The second weakness, though, may prove to be the most useful. Unlike its close relatives, P. destructans was
also missing the “DNA machinery” to repair damage from ultraviolet light. In other words, simple sunlight was deadly to
this fungus. “It’s not just that the machinery for repairing UV light damage was damaged or broken, it seemed to be entirely
missing,” Lindner says. The researchers believe that p. destructans has been diverging from its relatives for 20 million years,
and is now entirely dependent on dark cave environments to live. The fungus has “truly become a creature of the dark,”
says Lidner. “I have trouble not thinking of vampire movies—when you pull back the shades and it goes up in a cloud of
smoke.” This night-loving nature makes bats the perfect vector: they live in caves, move from place to place, and only
travel at night. But this fact also brings slight hope to bat lovers. Theoretically, one could set up a tunnel at a cave entrance
that zaps the bats with a low dose of light as they fly out to hunt insects. This would be complicated and difficult, and is
entirely theoretical at this point, but Lindner and colleagues at Bucknell University are running the first tests on infected
bats this summer. If it works, the UV tunnel could “find and potentially treat a significant proportion of the bats without
having to go into the [cave],” Lindner says. Other scientists are working a different approach: fighting fungi with fungi. A
recent study in the Journal of Fungi reports that “mushroom alcohol” (a compound produced by some shrooms when they
break down linoleic acid) inhibits the growth of p. destructans. (Humans produce a small amount of “mushroom alcohol” in
their breath—and it attracts mosquitoes. Who knew!) The same study also found that leaf aldehyde, a antimicrobial compound that plants produce, is even more effective. “I think these VOCs are exciting as a treatment option,” says Lindner—
assuming that they can be delivered to the bats efficiently. That’s a big if. Given that caves are vast, complicated and full of
tiny crevices that bats can reach but humans can’t, filling a cave with mushroom alcohol or another VOC at the appropriate
concentrations will be challenging. Still, early trials show promise. Chris Cornelison, a research assistant professor at Kennesaw State University, filled Black Diamond Tunnel, an abandoned railway tunnel in northern Georgia, with an antifungal
agent in 2017 using a “bat fogger.” In April 2018, a bat survey turned up 178 animals, 26 more than the previous year.
More research is certainly needed, but for now, it’s being interpreted as a glimmer of hope. Until then, scientists gain hope
from a new development: some infected bat colonies are managing to bounce back. If scientists could find out what it is the
bats are doing differently, they might be able to help these colonies help themselves. Back at Fort Drum, for instance, the
little brown bat maternal colony seemed headed for extinction. Until...it wasn’t. In a recent study, Dobony and colleagues
describe how the bat maternity colony may not be exactly thriving in the same numbers as pre-White Nose, but it is persisting. From a low of about 90 adult bats in 2010, the colony has recovered to almost 200, Dobony says. And even the
mother bats that are infected with white-nose are reproducing at their normal rate of one to two pups per year. Before
Dobony and his team started monitoring this colony, nobody knew whether the surviving remnants of bat colonies would
be able to do more than just hang in there—if they could actually “be an effective portion of the population,” he said. For
now, we don’t know why. Could it be behavioral? Could it be genetic—that thanks to natural selection, the bats that had a
natural resistance to the fungus managed to survive? “These guys, whatever they’re doing, they’re coming back and being
normal once they get here.” T Similar stories are starting to appear elsewhere in the Northeast; Dobony says he’s heard of
colonies stabilizing in New Hampshire and Vermont. But not every colony is stabilizing. Scientists are now studying the
ones that are rebounding to glean lessons, since their small numbers mean their survival is still precarious. (A heavy storm
that kills 50 bats is sad for a colony of 1000, for instance, but a tragedy for a colony of 200.) “We as humans like to fix
things,” Dobony says. “Certainly if there’s something we could manipulate that would help these populations out, it’d be a
possibility ... but these guys have survived and started rebounding without our influence.” In other words, at least for some
colonies, the answer might just be leaving them alone. Lindner, the mycologist, says his optimism fluctuates day by day. “It’s
hard when there’s news each day about new states [with infected populations] and new species of bats where the fungus
has been detected. I am more hopeful,” he says, about protecting the remnant populations. The best-case scenario would
be for humans to help the bats hang on long enough “to help natural selection take over at some point,” he says. “That’s
the goal”.

Article donated by Bill Pfantz.
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Kiesewetter Cave Is now owned by the Missouri Caves and Karst
After a little over two years of communicating with land owners and lawyers, Kiesewetter Cave has finally been purchased
by the MCKC. It was a long battle with lots of “bumps in the road”. Kiesewetter is a pristine cave with beautiful formations
throughout. Congratulations MCKC!
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A Tale of Two Pumps

Gary and I met Klaus Leidenfrost, coordinator of the Goodwin Sinkhole project
shortly before 8 am. Klaus was already there, anxious to get started. He backed his
truck down the road inside the sink. The first thing I noticed was the trail down to the
cave was severely washed out and steeper than it had been the last time we were here.
But Klaus was ranting about the ledge being
gone….. And sure enough, down inside the
cave, the ledge you could walk on to get
around the water was gone! Also, cattle
panels that had been placed against the vinyl
above, were moved. There must have been a
huge amount of water moving through the
area.
Klaus and Gary took the pump and other
equipment down the steep bank. Klaus had
brought two half-pallets to sit the pumps on.
After the pump was positioned on top of a pallet, hose was channeled through to a
hole away from the area, the pump was started (8:45 am) and we were on a roll.
Thirty minutes later (9:15), they stopped the pump. We sat and waited 15 minutes to
see if water was going to come back in. Why, you ask? Because we have pumped before, only to find out the water was coming back in…… Not a good thing!
The pump was restarted at 9:30, stopped at 9:35 to fill with gas and started again.
Gary backed his truck down the road, unloaded his pump, and got it rigged to pump
(9:45). It wouldn’t keep running…. This is no surprise. Things never go as we plan at
Goodwin…. Finally, Gary’s pump started running. It was 10:00.
At 10:40, Klaus and Gary went to the upper area to check out the situation. The
vinyl was in bad shape. Gary thought a culvert would help. They took a measurement
24.02 X 30. Then they took a measurement below the waterfall – 16 ft. across to
the opposite bank. We commenced to sit
on the straw bales, waiting for the pumps
to get the job done.
At some point, something started to
stick out of the water. We laughed and said
it was probably an alligator. As the water
level dropped, it turned out to be a huge
rock which had been the ledge that was missing. By the end of the day, the rock would
be in the center of the area we were pumping. We had not planned on this. Although,
at one point, it probably kept Gary from falling into the water.
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While the pumps were doing their job, we sat in lawn chairs between the trucks and
ate our lunches. Of course, that is my favorite part – lunch, that is….
It was almost noon and the water was dropping. It would soon be time to move the
pumps. Gary took hoses and Klaus took another pallet. At 12:25, they stopped the
pumps to add gas and decided to move the pumps. They would have to add more hose
but the hoses were all too long. So Gary decided to cut a piece off the old firehose he
had so we wouldn’t have a 50 ft. hose addition. Gary’s pump was restarted and working. It was 1:00. Klaus restarted his pump. I watched as the water filled the blue hose
and then got to the firehose extension. Waterfall! Water was spraying everywhere.
They replaced the firehose with the longer blue hose, repositioned the pumps and we
resume pumping. At 3:00, Klaus was checking the hoses and a coupling on his brand
new, never-before-used blue hose
broke and he was sprayed with
water! Enough said…. At 3:05,
they commenced pumping with
one pump. At 3:30, Gary and
Klaus rolled up the extra hoses
and carried them up the incline
to the truck. I sat on a rock.
That’s basically what I did all
day….. It is a rough day when
you have to sit on a hard rock all
of the day – it causes rockbutt…..
At 4:30, the pump was stopped. Gary managed to get his boot stuck in the mud,
mud on his sock and inside his boot. I thought Klaus was going to have to shovel him
out! Klaus kept moving the hose that was sucking up the water, trying to get all of the
water. At 4:35, pump restarted. After a few stops and starts, it was deemed to be
done. Pumps, hoses, pallets and everything else that had been taken down to the cave
entrance, had to be carried up the incline. The guys were worn out. They were covered with mud. They figured they had pumped about 16 ft. of water. We were done
for today. More rain…don’t even think about it! – Alberta Zumwalt
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April 10th, 2018
The April meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, in the meeting room at Stark Cavern.
Roll Call. Fourteen members present. Two guests present. Ross Hurley came with Frank; Jason
Snyder brought a guest.
The November minutes were read and approved.
Chairman Long thanked Charlie & Becky Starr for allowing the grotto to hold monthly meetings at
Stark Caverns. He is the cave manager.
Announcements: The next Goodwin work trip is April 15th. Chairman Long gave a brief history of
Goodwin. MVOR is April 20th – 22nd, sponsored by the Daedalus Cavers. The Spring MSS meeting
is May 6th at Berome Moore Cave pavilion at Perryville. KCAG is having a fundraiser concert on May
12th. Chairman Long gave the history of the silo entrance to Carroll Cave.
Kiesewetter Cave. Chairman Long said the papers still need to be signed and gave a brief history of the cave which he has been the caretaker for many years.
Cave trips: Jan. 13th – A trip to Kiesewetter Cave with nine people. Chairman Long said it was
muddy. They saw lots of baby salamanders and some pipistrelle bats, one had WNS, the first to be
seen in the cave. Feb. 17th – Stark Caverns trip to look for a connection between Grand Canyon &
Rugged Canyon for wild cave trips. Six people were on that trip. Mar. 17th – Fourteen people attended for a trip into Morris Hall Cave but there was too much water in the entrance. Backup plan
was the maze in Jacob’s Cave where 1 bat and 1 frog were seen.
Discussion on upcoming trips. Chairman Long didn’t think he would be able to set one up in
April. The Zumwalts will try to set up a Berry trip sometime. Kerry Rowland volunteered to do a
Skaggs Cave, possibly in May. He suggested Perkins Cave in July. Morris Hall Cave will have to be
done later when it is dry. Chairman Long said there will probably be a Goodwin work day in May.
Kerry Rowland brought a show & tell item – a carbide railroad lamp – but said he could not verify
that.
Meeting adjourned. – Respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt
The program was pictures from the grotto trip to Stark Caverns, the attempt of Morris Hall Cave and
exploration in the Maze at Jacob’s Cave by the Zumwalts

Key Largo Cave

Photo by Ken Long
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May 8th, 2018
The May meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, in the meeting room at Stark Caverns, Eldon, MO.
Roll Call. Thirteen members present.
The April minutes were read and approved.
Chairman Long said our Go Daddy website is due. It is $431.64 for three years. When we renewed for three years in 2015, it was $296.06. Chairman Long said we could we scrap the whole
thing and do one of their other programs which would be about $90. After much discussion, Gary
Zumwalt made a motion to renew the website for one year. Seconded by Kerry Rowland. Passed.
Chairman Long has the permit and combination for a grotto Skaggs trip which is scheduled for May
12th. He needs a minimum of four people. He is going along with one of his sons and a grandson.
Abby Peper and Christen Easter said they would go. Some others were not sure. Meet at 8:45 am at
the junction of Hwy 17 and Brownville Rd (county rd. 17537).
Buzz Caldwell made the announcement that he will be working at Stark Caverns and had a shirt to
show.
MVOR – Kerry Rowland reported that he, Christopher Dopp, Kira Rowland & friend attended.
They did a day trip to Meramac Spring.
Kiesewetter Cave – Chairman Long reported nothing new. The “for sale” sign on the property is
gone.
Chairman Long reported that Maria Thompson had given him a contact for a cave near Bennett
Springs. So he, Monica and a grandson went to check out the cave. The GPS reading did not get
them to the cave but a thong tree did. He reported that the cave didn’t really go anywhere.
Chairman Long reported on a work trip to Goodwin with Klaus Leidenfrost and Chuck Lahmeyer.
They pumped the cave and cut some trees. Discussion on materials for the proposed pavilion. Chairman Long already has the metal on site. Jason Synder will donate a potty.
Discussion on programs: June will be Krista Bartel and a presentation of caves of Laos. July –
possible trip into Stark Caverns. Aug. – Kerry Rowland. Sept. – possible display of carbide lamps.
Oct. – trivia game with Christen Easter. Nov. – Dwight Weaver. All are subject to change.
Cave trips. Abby Peper reported on a trip to Marvel Cave in Silver Dollar City.
Dwight Weaver brought huge maps of Skaggs Cave and Berry Cave for everyone to look at.
Charlie Starr said they are going to get blinds for the windows in the meeting room.
Meeting adjourned. – Respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt
The program was a presentation on Goodwin by Ken Long.
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June 12th, 2018
The June meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, in the meeting room at Stark Caverns, Eldon, MO.
Roll Call. Eight members and former member, Krista Bartel were present.
The May minutes were read and approved.
Kiesewetter Cave - Chairman Long reported that the papers should be signed on June 14 th. They
will be changing the locks on the cave soon.
Goodwin – Chairman Long reported four inches of rain at the sinkhole. Klaus Leidenfrost was out
there with heavy equipment on June 11th & 12th, taking away 23 dump truck loads of dirt. On June
2nd, Klaus was there while Chairman Long weedeated from 5:30 am until 8:30 am.
Skaggs Cave Grotto trip – May 12th – Chairman Long, Stuart & Wyatt Cart, Abby Peper, Christen
Easter, Steve Atteberry, Elena Newl & Robert Williams were on the trip. Jeffrey Crews is in charge of
the cave.
MCKC. Krista Bartel said that Chad McCain is the new MCKC President and is active in the SCCI.
Kerry Rowland explained that the Southeastern Cave Conservancy (SCCI) is the world’s largest land
conservancy dedicated solely to cave conservation. He said the MCKC should use the SCCI as their
model. Kerry also said that Krista was mentioned in the Laos article in the NSS News. Dwight
Weaver said it also contained an article on Jon Beard. Chairman Long reported that the MCKC has a
new Facebook page. The MCKC website has not been kept up-to-date.
Charlie Starr was asked if the Caverns was turning a good profit. He said it was doing good but it
was not where they wanted it to be yet. Discussion on ways to get more visitors. A haunted cave
was suggested. Krista Bartel has been doing one at Onondaga Cave but they can only do it for one
night. They have to set up in one hour and take down in two hours. Discussion brought back memories of the grotto haunted cave at Bridal Cave, done years ago.
Upcoming grotto trips were discussed. The Zumwalts are working on Berry Cave. Kerry Rowland
was working on Perkins Cave as a possibility. Chairman Long said not to forget Morris Hall Cave.
The Program for July will be a commercial trip into Stark Caverns after the meeting. The discounted
cost will be $6.32 (includes tax). We will be going in at the 12-year-old price.
Meeting adjourned. – Respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt
The program was Caves of Laos by Krista Bartel.

Stark Caverns
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BREAKDOWN:
Alberta Zumwalt – Here’s Ken in harem pants….
Ken Long – You want to rub my lamp…..

(Oh, those are genie pants!)

Frank Hurley – Dryer than a popcorn fart….
Steve Atteberry – Why does a dog sniff another dog’s butt?
We answer – I don’t know….
Steve – Instinct…..
Darren Donley – I was thinking to myself….. (as opposed to talking to himself)
Steve Atteberry – I got a Gary beard…….
There is a rumor that someone with the initials AZ was in the breakroom at Jacob’s Cave eating
donuts with Frank Hurley instead of exploring the maze……
Kerry Rowland – I’ve got so much going on in May – Kira turning 21, graduating…..
Kira Rowland – I’m not 21! I’m 18….
(Senior moment, Kerry?)
Leaving the April meeting, Rosie Weaver was Dwight Weaver’s back scratcher…… I guess he forgot
the spoon…..
Frank Hurley to Buzz Caldwell - Do you know what is the Greek word for stalactite and stalagmite?
Buzz – No, but I guess you will tell me.
Frank – Silence.
Abby Peper – He isn’t going to help the competition……
Dwight Weaver – Both areas are kinda mazy…….
So, Ken Long is a weed-eating fool…… Goodwin 5:30 am – 8:30 am, then around Monica’s shop,
then at home……. Which is gonna wear out first, weedeater or Ken’s body???
Ken Long – It’s just me and the weedeater…. It runs out of gas and I fill it up…..
Krista Bartel – Kerry (Rowland) got lost in time….
Steve Atteberry EARLY at the Skaggs Cave grotto trip?????

